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I. Introduction: Before the Gates

In his Inferno Dante writes a universe where evil and sin are always bound to selfruin. His theological perspective on justice frames punishment in Hell as the ultimate
deprivation that results from our evil actions. Throughout his treatment of injustice and
sin, Dante uses a kind of literary “inversion.” Dante reverses the unjust “rewards” (or
gains) of sin by incorporating symbolic (if not ironic) punishments that reflect the
specific injustice that is done. This essay intends to explore the specific use of inversion,
how it relates to Dante’s justice, and its thematic significance.
Dante’s depiction of just punishments is meant to be horrific, while at the same
time perfectly just. The visual spectacle of the punishments may cause the reader to
second guess whether the punishments are just. After all, how can this wrathful
punishment be just treatment? Such a reaction is understandable, as cruel-justice may
seem like a contradiction in terms to readers that normally would find those notions
oppositional. Just-cruelty is not oppositional in the Inferno however; because Dante’s
sense of cruelty comes from the divine, means it is not a cruelty, but actually a kindness.
The reader must keep in mind that to Dante, these punishments are just treatment for the
wicked souls sent down there. The reader can infer Dante’s statement about justice in the
inscription on the gateway of Hell:

THROUGH ME THE WAY INTO THE GRIEVING CITY,
THROUGH ME THE WAY INTO ETERNAL SORROW,
THROUGH ME THE WAY AMONG THE LOST PEOPLE.
JUSTICE MOVED ON MY HIGH MAKER;
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DIVINE POWER MADE ME,
HIGHEST WISDOM, AND PRIMAL LOVE.
BEFORE ME WERE NO THINGS CREATED
EXCEPT ETERNAL ONES, AND I ENDURE ETERNAL.
ABANDON EVERY HOPE, YOU WHO ENTER.
(Inf. III, 1-9)
The proclamation tells us what Hell is according to Dante’s standard, not what
Hell should be to our own personal standard. There is an undeniable finality that is
conveyed by the first part of the message: Hell is a divinely made place despite the
eternal sorrow it contains, and the cruel justice it exacts. The second part of the
inscription states that the force that moved divine power to make Hell is justice; In other
words, the need to establish justice in the face of injustice, caused the creation of hell.
The reader can infer that justice is a notion that is not argued or explained, but assumed.
Furthermore through this inscription Dante states that Hell is not only made from divine
power, but also wisdom and love (which is especially counter intuitive). The reader, to
understand the logic of Dante’s justice, must accept that the torments in the Inferno come
from a place of “highest wisdom” and “primal love.” In the Inferno at least, justice is
predicated before everything, and for the sake of understanding the nature of inversion in
his punishments, the reader has to assume that they are ultimately just. The grieving city,
the eternal sorrow, and the plight of the lost people are the reinforcement of the standards
of justice that Dante believes in. Therefore similarly, the reader can understand the use of
inversion is reinforcement as well. Justice is not argued, but established as a given reality.
But what is inversion? The concept of inversion itself can be inferred from how it
is performed in specific punishments across the Inferno. How any circle’s form of
punishment performs its justice in terms of inversion can both vary from, and have
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striking similarities to, other circles. Inversion is explicitly described in some circles,
while in others it goes by the wayside; however, it is almost always present in some
respect. Despite the variance in the portrayal of inversion in many circles, common
qualities in different punishments can determine how we understand how inversion is
used. Inversion often means a turning of a thing inside out: the act or process of reversing
a typical (not to be confused with natural) state of something. In this case, inversion is the
act of reversing the normal or expected state of evil acts: the turning of evil from out of
its artifices and illusion to reveal its true intentions and nature. The symbolic punishment
of the sin (however it is done) reveals something about evil that might have been
previously concealed. Dante uses inversion as the turning of an evil soul inside out in a
figurative and literal way. Evil actions might be expected to be what would typically
invert the normal order of existence- and they still do. The justice of inversion can be
thought of as inverting the already inverted.

II. The Structure of: The Three Beasts
The Inferno’s organization is intentional and symbolic, and this essay’s
exploration parallels its organization in order to address the topic of inversion. Hell is
divided into nine primary circles with many sub divisions known as sub-circles. The nine
circles are under three overarching categories that sin can fall under: intemperance,
violence, and fraud. Dante sets up circles so the lower their placement, the greater the
severity of their punishment: the center of the Inferno is consequently the lowest and the
most forsaken place. The readers can use the diagram on the next page as a guide.
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The Structure of Hell: My diagram was inspired by existing diagrams, but makes an original interpretation

The three main categories in the Inferno are intentionally placed. Dante’s
encounter with the three beasts at the beginning of the Inferno foreshadows this
seemingly categorical structure. The first beast Dante encounters is the leopard, then the
lion, and lastly the she-wolf. I argue that the leopard represents the sins of deceitful fraud,
the lion represents the sins of blind violence, and the she-wolf the ones of voracious
intemperance. The specific qualities of these sins are not only what inspire a particular
type of punishment in a given circle, but also its inversion. There is some contention on
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which creature correlates to which section because Dante does not state it explicitly. This
essay’s exploration uses the Beasts and the three categories of sin to organize its analysis,
therefore it's important to explain what their connections are to one another.
The she-wolf is symbolic of intemperance. What intemperance means in this
context is an excessive lack of control, specifically in terms of appetites or passions. The
reader can see this in Virgil’s description of the she-wolf itself: “…she has a nature so
evil and cruel that her greedy desire is never satisfied, and after feeding she is hungrier
than before. Many are the animals whom she mates…” (Inf. I 97-100). The she-wolf is
the embodiment of ravenous hunger and lust, so it seems justified to correlate the lack of
control and excessive appetite to this symbolic beast.
The lion is the embodiment of violent injustice. The lion’s placement in between
the leopard and the she-wolf and its traditional association with violence and strength
make it a good fit for the sin of violence. The reader can gather this from Dante’s
description, when he recounts the lion “...coming against [him] with his head held high
and with raging hunger, so that the air appeared to tremble at him” (Inf. I 46-48). The
lion’s hunger must not be confused with intemperance, because the hunger described here
is associated with pride (“head held high”) and rage, qualities more fitting to violence
than beastly craving. The notion of force is also implicit by the description of “the air
itself trembling” before the beast. These considerations make the lion most fitting
towards violence and the sins of the seventh sub-circle.
The leopard is a representation for fraud. While it could be argued that the shewolf, instead of the leopard, represents fraud, the similar qualities of the leopard and the
monster of fraud, Geryon (depicted later in the Inferno), strike a close similarity and
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consequently lead me to believe that the leopard corresponds best with fraud. The
connection between the Leopard and Geryon for instance, is that they share the same
connotation of spurious beauty in the description of being “gaily painted.” In several
other instances, monsters or punishments of fraud have similar symbols. Based on this
striking correlation, the leopard seems to best represent fraud.
Therefore, let it be established that these are the three beasts and their sins. This
order starts with the She-wolf, followed by the Lion, and ends with the Leopard. This
essay on inversion in the Inferno will parallel this structure: first the inversion in
intemperance, followed by violence, then fraud. Finally, I will examine the inversion of
Satan at the center of Hell, and then conclude with the final analysis of inversion and its
thematic significance.

III. The Inversion of Intemperance

How is inversion used in the circles of intemperance? Since the she-wolf
represents intemperance, its ravenous carnality also applies for intemperance. Virgil’s
prophecy in canto 1 describes the she-wolf’s demise. Dante shows that just as the shewolf (intemperance) devours and pursues, so it will be pursued and hunted until it is itself
devoured by the divine “Grey-hound” that is alluded to in the same canto (Inf. I. 101106). The prophecy is important to notice because it gives insight on what to expect about
the sin’s punishment: it reflects upon intemperance’s nature. Dante sets up a fate that is
based on the inversion of intemperance’s excess: The consumer becomes consumed.
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Take for instance the sins of the lustful or passionate, the first carnal sin. The
products of the sin of carnal desire are literal storms inspired by figurative storms of
passion and desire. Dante brings the reader to make this connection in canto 5, lines 3740, writing “I understood that to this torment were damned the carnal sinners, who
subject their reason to their lust.” The suffering is caused by an unceasing and violent
whirlwind that chases and flings the spirits in every direction. The aspects of this
suffering involve chaos, confusion, despair, and unrest. Feelings that the metaphors of
passion are meant to convey. The figurative whirlwinds that might have been used to
metaphorically describe the passions of carnal become inverted into literal manifestations
used to punish the injustice done by the passionate and lustful. For Dante, the carnal
unjustly abandoned their reason to the whirlwinds of passion, so the figurative is made
literal, and they are literally forsaken to violent whirlwinds. He plays with a figure of
speech, taking something that wouldn't necessarily be applied literally, and inverts it. The
lustful wanted storms of passion so they got storms of passion. This example of inversion
shows us how it can be used to twist what the sinners wanted in their life with a
punishment that is a parallel to its sin. If the reader were to identify this aspect of sin,
they could call it “making the metaphor literal.”
At times Dante uses the sinners themselves to enact a punishment. He does this
with the sinners of avarice and prodigality by utilizing the opposite characteristics of
these sinners. The souls that inhabit the fourth circle consist of two clashing mobs
representing two opposite but intemperate dispositions toward material possessions (they
are like two sides of a coin). There are several insightful aspects of inversion in this
section. Concerning the sinners, Virgil states “every one of them was so cross eyed of
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mind in the first life, that no measure governed their spending”(Inf. VII 40-42). One
group represents avarice (or extreme greed and hoarding), and the other represents
prodigality (or excessive spending and opulence). Dante describes them as members of
clergy, but as individuals they are indiscernible, as “...the undiscerning life that befouled
them makes them dark now to all recognition”(Inf. VII 51-52). Similar to the lustful, the
figurative nature of their life informs the condition they bear in their “afterlife.” The
undiscerning in this case cannot be discerned. Yet this observation is not the main
inversion concerning their punishment. The punishment of this circle involves using the
natural opposition of avarice and prodigality to pit one side of the sin against the
other. As Virgil states: “clearly do their voices bay it out, when they come to the two
points of the circle where their opposing faults disjoin them”(Inf. VII 43-45). The
prodigal recognizes and attack the faults of avarice, and vice versa, which spur each side
to collide the weights they roll against one another, and thus “disjointing” each other
literally and figuratively. The circle Virgil mentions describes the symbolic movement of
the parties, conveying the complimentary nature of the two sides. It should be noted that
there is little to no beast imagery used for this punishment, so the reader could perceive
the zealous desire for property and things as the beginning of more human sins. The
element of inversion in this suffering still remains. Dante writes about it in the seventh
canto:
Bad giving and bad keeping has deprived them of the lovely world and set them
to scuffling… Now you can see, my son, the brief mockery of the goods that are
committed to fortune, for which the human race so squabbles; for all the gold that
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is under the moon and that ever was, could not give rest to even one of these
weary souls (Inf. VII 55-66).
This example focuses on the idea of “mockery,” or in other words parody. The inversion
of parody can also use a literal realization of the sin’s worldly injustice, like the prior
examples. But the specific inversion Dante employs here makes a mockery of the
excessive cupidity. This is the first explicit use of mockery used to describe the nature of
the inversion in the punishment of a circle. This a parody of the ignorant intentions of the
sinners excessive material desires is the inversion that is used to punish them. The
method of parody used in inversion is worthy of note, and it can be considered the second
main aspect of inversion.
Ultimately the lack of restraint, reminiscent of animalistic impulsiveness, is what
characterizes the circles of intemperance. Yet this animalistic nature of sin is less
offensive than later sins: Intemperance is a less offensive sin than the other two root evils
of violence and fraud. The reader may ask, why is intemperance the least offensive of
the three sins? The answer may be the role that nature and artifice play in the distinction
of lesser sins from greater ones. In a later section for instance, the reader learns fraud is
the unique sin of man according to Virgil in Canto 11:
Do you not remember the words with which your ethics treats so fully the three
dispositions that heaven refuses, incontinence, malice, and mad bestiality, and
how incontinence offends god less and acquires less blame?(Inf. XI 83-84).
The implication then follows that incontinence (the same thing as intemperance),
excessive indulgence, is the sin closer to nature; the sinner over indulges, but does not
scorn nature. For the most beastly sins of the wolf, the suffering is an inversion of the
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figurative consequence of intemperate acts by a literal manifestation of the sin’s true
nature: the metaphors of beastly sin become literal. Intemperance is excess: excess of
eating, passion, hoarding, and other base desires. These are qualities we can easily
imagine animals acting out. Animals cannot commit the same nature of sin that man can
(because to Dante animals lack reason), but man can indulge in the sins of animals. As
the exploration proceeds, Virgil says, “you will see clearly why they are separated from
these wicked ones and why God’s justice hammers them less wrathfully”(Inf. XI 88-90).
While these sins are less offensive compared to the deeper sins of violence and fraud
according to Dante, the punishment of inversion still hammers intemperance nonetheless.

IV. The Inversion of Violence
Violence seems to find a middle ground of severity; neither overshadowing the
evil of fraud, nor being less malevolent or destructive than intemperance. The deeper
placement of this circle in Hell is directly proportional to the severity of the sin. There are
three types of violence in the seventh circle, as Virgil describes it:
…of the violent the first circle is full: but because violence can be directed against
three persons, the circle is divided and constructed in three sub circles. To God, to
oneself, and to one’s neighbor one can do violence... (Inf. XI 28-31).
In descending order, the first kind of violence is that kind done to others, then next the
violence done to the self, and lastly the violence done towards god. The order of these
circles correlates to the severity of evil each partakes in, and what the nature of their
punishment will be. For instance, in the first sub-circle the violence done to others is
repaid by having the violent boil in a river of blood. They reap the results of their sin, in
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way that holds them accountable, similar to other inversions, but in this case with an
element of proportional severity added. The scene is described when Dante writes:
…we are approaching the river of blood, in which are boiling those who harm
others with violence. Oh blind cupidity and mad rage that so spur us in this short
life, and then in the eternal one cook us so evilly! (Inf. XII 46-49).

The symbolism of this inversion is direct, but not obvious. Just as the souls were blind
with hot rage in life, readily spilling blood, so they are boiled in a hot river of that spilt
blood: the more lives they killed, the deeper in the river they are placed (one who killed
very little might be ankle deep; a conqueror might be deep up to his scalp). There is a
sense of proportion according to the degree of the sin committed. Dante also uses
centaurs, and these monsters reflect the war like nature of this sin. The centaurs are
described as beings full of rage themselves, so we can infer that they are the embodiment
of the sin, and that they serve to return the evil that was committed by the wicked souls.
The inversion is a deeper version of an eye for an eye, as the roles of the wicked are
inverted: the blood they spilt is the blood they are punished with. Furthermore, even
though they are boiled “evilly,” the reader must keep in mind the “evil” is an expression
of the severity of the punishment. The punishment is still deserved: it is really a comment
on the evil of the action committed, which is inverted back on itself.
The third sub circle of our section of violence takes a different form than the
previous one examined. Within this third sub-circle there are three more categories, as
there are several ways souls can hold God in disdain. How someone does violence
against god may be perplexing, but as Dante writes, “one can use force against the deity
by denying it and cursing it in one’s heart or by scorning nature and its goodness”(Inf. XI
13

46-48). Addressing these forces against the deity, the punishment of this circle use a
scorching desert with burning ashes that rain down from the sky, causing the tormented
souls to run ceaselessly, unable to find relief. Dante describes the scene exclaiming:
O vengeance of God, how much must you be feared by everyone who reads what
was made manifest to my eyes! Of naked souls I saw many flocks, all weeping
wretchedly, and different laws seemed to govern them… (Inf. XIV 16-21).
The term “vengeance” is purposely used here, as God is the one the violence was aimed
at. More importantly, Dante aims a direct message at the readers: we understand that he
means for us to fear God’s justice with this passage. Regarding the exact nature of the
sinners of this section, we must be informed by the interaction Dante and Virgil have
with the proud Capaneus, when Virgil says to the sinner: “… Since your pride is not
extinguished, you are punished more; no punishment, other than your rage, would be
suffering of a measure with your fury” (Inf. XIV 63-66). We can infer the punishment’s
inversion hinted at in this rebuke: that the burning plain reflects the burning, unextinguished pride of this and other disdainful souls. The longer pride is aflame, the more
they are scorched. The scorching desert that “removes every plant from its bed”
represents the barren fruits of such pride and disdain of god, and thus by that very pride
the souls are reciprocally scorched, ‘their spite becomes the ornament their breast
deserves’ (Inf. XIV 70-71). The inversion is that the intent to do violence to the divine
only results in violence done to them. The inversion is a vengeance designed in such a
way that the sinner's own wrath causes their further punishment: they grip a hot coal
hoping to hurt god. The message Dante is conveying through this inversion is the overall
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futility of doing violence to God. This aspect of inversion used to punish the violent
against god can be described as an inversion of intent.
The concept for proportional justice is present throughout the section of violence
in all three sub-circles. The poetic justice of the sins of violence seem to be a returning of
the sin back to the sinner, so that the manifestation of the damage they did in life is
returned upon them in death. Violence against others results in boiling in the blood they
spilled; the prideful and disdaining of god burn on coals representing their own burning
pride. The justice in the punishment is that the violent suffer by a symbolic reversal of
their actions that correlates to their choices and personal faults.

V. Fraud & Treachery
Fraud is the gravest sin, and it is located at the bottom third of the Inferno, within the ten
sub circles of Malebolge and the four of Cocytus. A beautiful painted hide, a gilded coat,
(as represented by the leopard) or eloquent speeches are all symbols of how deception
can be tantalizing and attractive at face value, but something entirely different and
malicious under the surface. Take for instance, on lines 7-12 Dante’s vivid description of
Geryon:
… That filthy image of fraud came over and beached its head and chest, but did
not draw up its tail as far as the bank. It was the face of a just man, so kindly
seemed its outer skin, and the rest of its torso was that of a serpent… it had back
and breast and both sides painted with knots and little wheels: with more colors,
in weave and embroidery… (Inf. XVII 7-16).
Dante uses Geryon as an allegory for fraud, since it hides its malicious intentions behind
a friendly façade: this is a concrete association of this superficial beauty concealing
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deceitful and malicious action. The sinners of hypocrisy serve as a good example of how
Dante uses inversion to punish fraud in the sixth sub-circle of Malebolge. The
hypocritical are depicted as souls wearing massive gilded monk robes that are filled with
lead. As Dante describes it,
… Down there we found a painted people who were walking with very slow
steps, weeping and, by their expressions, weary and defeated …They were
wearing robes with hoods pulled low over their eyes… On the outside, they are
dazzlingly gilded, but within they are all of lead (Inf. XXIII 58-65).
We see now how the punishments invert the superficial looks of fraud, but we also see
the description of “painted” used like the coat of the leopard: this is intentional.
The friars’ hypocrisy lets them conceal their sin with sham virtue, when really
they practice the opposite of what they preach. Worse yet, they put other people to shame
for evil actions they themselves committed. So just as these souls oppressed others with a
false standard, (enforcing ethics their actions proved they did not apply themselves) so
now they suffer and are oppressed by gilded and lead laden robes as a symbol of the
weight of their guilt and hypocrisy. The symbol of the monks robe represents what they
used to conceal and perpetuate their unjust actions, and now that concealment is the
literal source of their sufferings. The devices and sins of the hypocrites are symbolically
returned upon them in the form of oppression by their hypocrisy, particularly
strengthened with the gilded painted imagery we see of the aforementioned mascots of
fraud. The inversion of this circle is that of the figurative to the literal, with an emphasis
of revealing the true nature of the sin the fraud tried to conceal.
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Similar to the hypocrites, the “Simoniacs,” who were corrupt clergy, used wicked
means, in this case bribery, to maintain their positions. They were shepherds that sold
their flocks. They are punished in the third Bolgia of the eighth circle. On lines 1-6, the
address to these followers of Simon (corrupt clergy) lament that they should have been
brides to goodness, but sealed their fate by being adulterate for gold and silver. The souls
of the 8th circle are punished when they are sealed in a baptismal font, with only their feet
and legs sticking out: they kick their feet in agony from the perpetual flames that burn
their soles. The punishments inversion of the sin’s action may not be apparent without the
next considerations. Nicholas the 2nd when interviewed states the key phrase “...truly I
was the son of a she-bear, so greedy to advance her cubs, that I pocketed wealth up there,
and myself down here”(Inf. XVIIII 70-73). The notion of the action of pocketing wealth
in life, and being pocketed in this circle in death represents a key notion of exchange. The
bribes the clergy or other officials take for their position in the church are unjust
exchanges, and so with those bribes they also buy their way into Hell to repay the
injustice. Dante’s response to Nicholas’ speech confirms this, Dante rebuking him:
Neither Peter nor the others took from Matthias’ gold or silver, when he was
chosen for the place lost by the wicked soul. Therefore stay here, for you deserve
your punishment; and be sure to keep your ill-gotten coin...I would still use
heavier words; for your avarice afflicts the world, trampling the good and raising
up the wicked (Inf. XVIIII 94-105).
Dante conveys that the truly faithful do not need gold or silver, and so the avarice in the
church has distorted this truth, afflicting the world. What is key in understanding the
inversion is Dante’s trampling interpretation of the injustice. To Dante, the corrupt clergy
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trampled the good in the world, thus the punishment is that of burning feet within the
baptismal font. The inversion the reader can see is that just as the clergy symbolically
trampled on the good of the church by taking bribes, so their feet our scorched as
retribution. The punishment of the literally burning soles inverts the crime of the
trampling on the good of the world, because for Dante the literal and symbolical damage
done are the same.
If the evil acts in life were meant to conceal, the punishment in death reveals (in
the most terrifying respect) what the sinner hoped to hide. There are, however, two
aspects to fraud in the Inferno: simple fraud is deception, but treacherous fraud is
deception with traitorous action. The former is in the ten sub-circles within the 8th circle
Malebolge, and the latter is in the 9th circle Cocytus. Simple fraud is grave indeed, but for
Dante, treachery is the farthest sin from the divine. The Significance of the evil and
injustice done in fraud can be seen in canto XI:
…Of every malice gaining the hatred of heaven, injustice is the goal, and every
such goal injures someone either with force or with fraud. But because fraud is an
evil proper to man, it is more displeasing to God; and therefore the fraudulent
have a lower place and greater pain assails them. (Inf. XI 21-27).
Virgil’s explanation not only details the reason why fraud is placed as the greatest sin, but
is also reveals the goal malice (evil acts) as injustice. Fraud is the worst sin because it is a
malice and injustice unique to man; it is calculated, premeditated, and clever. Fraud’s
essence is deception; it conceals so that it may take or gain. Accordingly the punishment
for this kind of action must reflect or invert this quality- the concealment must be
revealed.
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VI. The Inversion of Lucifer: The Parody of Satan
There is no greater symbol of treachery in the Inferno than Satan’s portrayal in
Canto 34. This is the foremost example of the inverted nature of evil made to be justice.
In order to examine this example, the circle that surrounds Satan must first be described
The circle of Cocytus is the bottom of the universe, and is a representation of
many examples of the nature of inversion, and the nature of evil that Dante wants us to
understand. Virgil speaks of it early on in the 9th canto, saying: “That is the lowest place
and the darkest and the farthest from the sky that turns all things…”(Inf. IX 28-29). The
circle is a giant lake of ice divided into four primary sections, in each section the sinners
are sunk deeper into the ice until they are completely submerged before the visage of
Satan at the very center. The sin represented is treacherous fraud: the fraud that aims to
betray. There is a kind of irony that the heart of Hell would be not fire but ice. This is not
just an ironic image, but a deeply significant statement that reflects back on the sin of
betrayal. There is a doubled symbolism to the ice in Cocytus as well. The ice symbolizes
a frozen heart- since it is itself the heart of Hell. It also represents a death with no
resurrection- as the waters symbolize the abyss (as in baptism) one goes to the abyss and
is symbolically resurrected from it. The frozen abyss then, is a death with no resurrection.
What facilitates such a severe state? The act of betrayal: treachery. In order of severity:
The treachery against relatives, then party or city, then guests, then finally against lords
and benefactors (consider the crucifixion of Jesus itself). If sins are understood in
heaviness, then treachery is the greatest weight that plunges deepest into the Inferno (Inf.
XI).
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The primary example of this treachery is found at the center of “Dis,” the last
circle of the Inferno. Dante writes in his description of Satan:
The emperor of the dolorous kingdom issued for the ice at the midpoint of his
breast; and I am more compared with a giant than the giants with his arms: see
now how great must be the whole that fits with such a part. If he was as beautiful
then as now he is ugly, when he lifted his brow against his maker, well must all
grieving proceed from him. Oh how great a marvel did it seem to me, when I saw
three faces on his head…beneath each one came out two great wings, …and he
was fanning them, so that three winds went out from him: by them Cocytus was
frozen. With six eyes he was weeping, and down three chins dripped the tears and
bloody slobber. (Inf. XXXIV 28-56).
There are many details with this passage, but the remarkable symbolism we can start with
is the first line. The description of the ice going to his midpoint of his breast strengthens
the idea that a frozen heart symbolizes the farthest one can get from god. Satan’s huge
stature is intimidating, but ultimately a mockery of what true greatness is. We know this
because despite his great size, he is trapped, held down by the weight of the entire
universe. The statement “if he was as beautiful then as now he is ugly, when he lifted his
brow to his maker” refers to Satan's previous state as Lucifer, the highest archangel. This
phrase articulates the inversion of Satan's punishment as well. Satan was once beautiful,
but because of his high status he thought he could lift himself against god. The result was
that he became inverted, as once he was the most beautiful, his action made him the
ugliest in creation. He wanted to become the center of all creation, and literally he was
placed in the center of creation (the universe being geocentric in Dante’s theology). The
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most prideful, now he is the most humiliated, all grieving coming from his betrayal, but
he suffers the most from it.
Dante is also playing with the possible pre-conceptions of an all-powerful devil
using the symbols of strength and size, and inverting them into a state of helplessness and
ceaseless punishment. Satan is both the ruler of Hell, and its prisoner. He is a punisher,
and as punisher, in turn is also punished. Evidence for this is seen in the description of
Satan crunching the sinners in his mouths (the punishment), he himself is weeping (the
punishment). Satan only has the power to move his wings, blowing the three winds that
further freeze the ice that holds him. All his power can do is further solidify his
punishment against himself and the sinners of “his” kingdom. The followers of Satan are
really his victims, casualties of his pride and continuous betrayal. Those that serve god
are saved; those that serve Satan are themselves forsaken. But the justice of Satan’s
injustice comes from the fact that whatever evil he achieves is repurposed. Satan's evil is
used to punish evil, so the most formidable antagonist to justice really is the most
helpless to it. It is the farthest one can fall, and this illustration helps the reader see the
ultimate reward that treachery and evil action wins.

VII. The Contradiction of Hell
Hell may seem like a contradiction. Hell is both a terrifying Kingdom of darkness,
and an inescapable prison. Justice repays evil by punishing it with evil. The Suffering that
is inflicted is an expression of divine love. As Dante writes in canto 6:
Return to your philosophy, which teaches the more perfect a thing is, the more it
feels what is good, and the same for pain. Even though these cursed people will
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never enter into true perfection, on that side they can expect to have more being
than on this (Inf. XI 106-111).
In context, Virgil is telling Dante that after the great judgment, the great pains inflicted
will give the lost souls more being (existence) than what they currently have as a result of
their sins. The lost souls are given more being from the punishments than they otherwise
would have had: the pain and punishment makes them, in a sense, slightly more perfect
even if they are irredeemably lost. It is in these seeming contradictions we begin to see
the literary action of inversion at work.
The reader is immediately drawn to the understanding that Hell is indeed a place
of suffering and of lost people, but because Hell is making those corrupted have more
being through punishment, Dante preemptively counters the possibility to call this justice
an unjust torment from an unnecessarily cruel God. The lost people are not victims of
God, but rather of their own choices and their own acts of evil. To Dante, they have
forsaken the gifts of life they were given: effectively they sought to deface divine
creation, and by a unique kind of poetic justice, only deface themselves. The lost
committing injustice to Dante is akin to putting on great weights in life, and then when
death finally comes, justly plummeting into the abyss. The choice to act for unjust gain is
rewarded with vast spiritual weight, yet even this great punishment is for the sake of
bettering the lost souls.

VIII. Conclusion
The punishments of Inversion are meant to be shocking, but more than anything,
they are meant to be meaningful. They are meant to shock the reader into paying attention
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not only to the text, but how Dante’s ideas in the text reflect back on the reader’s actions.
We are expected to feel grief at the torments subjected to human beings, while at the
same time expected to harden our hearts against the unrepentant committers of injustice.
We are vicariously walking with Dante on his journey. By witnessing the worst evils with
the most horrific punishments, we can no longer view the gains of injustice the same
way. We then realize the true face of evil actions as nothing other than deprivation and
loss. Committing evil brings one only closer to the opposite of true existence. The more
one distorts the gifts of life, the more one is distorted physically and spiritually in the
Inferno. The method of inversion is the means by which we apply this logic. The
inversion allows us to look past the gaily painted hide of fraud and perceive the true evil
intents within; it allows us to recognize the violent rage in ourselves as nothing but harm
to ourselves; it allows us to see that the excess of intemperance only enslaves us, and
causes our own self-depreciation. For Dante reason and virtue are critical in recognizing
this, but neither alone is sufficient to escape hell without faith. In Dante’s theology, virtue
and reason alone can keep you unpunished, but since reason alone does not necessarily
love god, it is ultimately without hope of resurrection. This shows that that faith is the
most important component of overcoming the cause for unjust action within us, as Dante
himself experiences in his journey.
If the wicked commit injustice, the states of those who have committed unrepented evil serve as testimony for the cost of reestablishing justice. Dante often refers
to this dynamic as an exchange “paid too dearly” for the gains of injustice, but the idea of
justice itself may have a unique meaning based on the severity of the punishments it
exacts. Justice is portrayed in the Inferno as a deserved or appropriate punishment that is
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returned upon an offender. As a person commits an un-repented evil act during their life,
so they are rewarded with a suffering that gives them what they desired in the worst way,
the opposite of what they desired, or a suffering designed by the inverted manifestation of
their sin committed. The proportion of the suffering corresponds to the severity of the
evil committed. Regardless of the severity of the punishment, it is always granted that no
suffering is exacted that is not already deserved. Even when these punishments are then
taken to gruesome extremes, it is done to reflect the true severity of the sin as seen
through Dante’s eyes. So when the thematic devices of justice craft the suffering into a
form that disturbs and alarms, it is for the sake of illustrating a point about the nature of
that particular evil committed.
Dante’s message of witnessing the inversion is for the reader to learn to fear god’s
justice, and from that fear, that respect, come their resurrection: their disdain for injustice,
and their awareness of the true rewards of an evil life. We are reminded of this learning
from the words of the heavenly messenger that opens the stubborn gates of Dis with but a
touch:
O driven forth from heaven, despised people… why do you kick back against the
will whose ends can never be cut short and which has many times increased your
suffering? What is the good of butting against fate? (Inf. IX 91-98).
The exclamation that causes us to open our eyes in alarm: This is the true lot of our evil,
the true power won by rebellion! There is a futility to an evil existence woven through
every fiber of the Inferno. We are made to look at this idea, and be upset enough to
reexamine our outlook on our actions, and their possible consequences. The designs and
malice of evil actions are to Dante but a poison one drinks in the hope another dies. The
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seeming pleasures and freedoms of vice are ultimately pains and constraints. The
inversion is the equalizer of injustice; the force that bounds all evil acts to self-ruining
deprivation, and all good actions and repentance to salvation and fulfillment. These are
the rewards of justice, and the justice of inversion in the Inferno. Through witnessing all
of that, after evil has been stripped of its deceptive allure, only then can we begin to see
the guiding stars once more.
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